THE LEARY BRICK WORKS
The Business of Brick Making
The Leary Papers, made available for this project, have the prospect of
revealing the business side of brick production: the costs of plant capitalization; costs for
machinery and maintenance; costs of production; costs for labour; types of skill sets; costs for
promotion and marketing; costs for distribution; income from sales; etc.
We note in earlier sections (“Production, Labour and Finances”) that much of this is sketchy in
the general historical record. There are only a few references to the costs of establishing an
operation – and these generally only for dramatic failures, where the infrastructure losses are
meant to be eye-popping (and thus somewhat suspect). There are references to brick sales
values (often in the range of $10.00 to $15.00 per thousand for two basic brick types: common
and face), but not much on the costs of production. There are occasional references to labour
activity, and even skill sets, but not much on wages.
The Leary Papers sadly do not provide any enlightenment about sales values. In fact one
reference in Ina (Leary) Bramadat’s report on her grandfather George sums it up: “We have no
surviving records of the sales, the buildings that were built from Leary bricks, or the
companies that distributed the product, except a few random references.”
But there are quite a few very useful data collections and singular, isolated facts sprinkled
throughout the Leary Papers that are invaluable additions to the historical record. These are all
recorded here.
One of the important singular facts is found in William Leary’s 1942 correspondence with The
Wartime Prices and Trade Board (see next section “Processes and Technologies”), and
concerns plant capitalization: “This plant is a Red faced Dry pressed plant, costing $75,000.00
to install.” There is no other supporting data for this number – no insurance or tax materials,
but we must assume that William Leary was not just making up this number. And we have to
suppose that this was the ca. 1905 value. As we will do occasionally in this section, this value
is updated via the Bank of Canada Inflation Calculator (an on-line tool that converts historic
values into current ones) to give an equivalent value of nearly $2 million in 2018. An
impressive outlay of funds.
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Victor Mocri in front of the chimney at Leary
Brick Works, ca. 1950.

Workforce
In his video interview of 2001, in the Leary Papers, Don Leary recalled the following typical
roster of men working at the site in the early 1950s, and one can assume a similar cohort in the
inaugural years of 1902-1917; we note that there was a bunkhouse on site in this earlier period:
1 man loading shale crusher, via the drying shed
1 man at the shale crusher
1 man at the boiler
1 man at the brick press
1 man (usually William Leary) attending to all work stations and troubleshooting
2 men for the wheelbarrows running bricks from press to kiln
4-6 men in the kiln loading bricks
This tally gives a total of 11 to 13 men working in the brick plant and kiln on a nearly daily
basis, at least for the duration of the brick-making season, which typically would have run
from April or May to October or November. Another solitary entry in the Leary Papers has an
entry for “clay storage” and a note of “3 men with tractor.” This activity would typically have
preceded productive activity with the brick plant and kiln, and so does not appear with the
regular workforce.

Wages
A real bonus found in the Leary Papers includes the various notations about wages and
occasionally even suggestions of skill sets. This information is mainly from 1947, via various
ledger entries maintained by William Leary. One entry set, copied here, identifies workers at
the site, their pay rates, work sojourns, and final payments; the Start/Finish columns, originally
on the left side of the ledger, have been moved here to the right for clarity.
NAME
Moreau Gabriel

TIME
5 months

RATE
@ $80 per

Frank Encontre
Walter Foster

114 hours
16 ½ days

@ 25¢
@ 3.00 per

EARNED START/FINISH
$400.00
Feb 22 – July 18
(Note $39.00 deducted for lost time)
$28.50
April 10 – May 1
$49.50
May 5 – May 24
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Bobby Heatherington, Scotty Fraser and
unknown man at the site in the early 1950s.

Dan Tranq
Emile Tranq
RPR Ager
Lorne Saunders
Clarence Weibe
Robert Bahuaud
Bert Bahuaud
Bryson Leary
Donald Leary
John Ager

133 hours
83 ½ hrs
89 hrs
102 hrs
15 days
115 hrs
115 hrs
50 hrs
50 hrs
16 ½ days
8 ½ days
18 days
16 hrs

@ 50¢
@ 50¢
@ 50¢
@ 50¢
@ 3.00 per
@ 50 ¢
@ 50 ¢
@ 50¢
@ 50¢
@ $4.00
@ $4.00
@ 2.25
@ 3.50

$66.50
$42.75
$44.50
$51.00
$45.00
$57.50
$57.50
$25.00
$25.00
$45.00
$34.00
$40.50
$8.00

Oct 12 – Oct 29
Oct 14 – Nov 12
Dec 4 – Dec 19
Oct 13 – Nov 1
Nov 27 – May 11
Oct 13 – Oct 29
Oct 13 – Oct 29
Dec 9 – Dec 17
Dec 9 – Dec 17
Oct 13 – Oct 29
Oct 13 – Oct 29
July 10 – July 28
Oct 13 – Oct 15

Total of $981.25
Delving slightly into the numbers and dates suggests a certain work routine, and skills
allocation, but with caveats: Gabriel Moreau received the most money ($400) and was longest
at the site (end of February to middle of July); his high wage might suggest significant
responsibilities, but in fact Moreau mainly did laboring work. The person with a high payday
is Dan Tranq ($66.50), but he is only here for a few weeks in October, and only at the end of
the season – it is likely he was here to help with operations at the brick plant and kiln. Lorne
Saunders and Clarence Weibe (each with a payout of $57.50) are here at the same time as Mr.
Tranq, and at the same wage – presumably also for operations – pressing and kiln firing. Two
of the Leary boys—Bryson and Donald— are also here at the same time, at a lesser value – so
likely as helpers around the site. We have Walter Foster, connected with Mr. Moreau, but he is
only here for the month of May – perhaps working on the shale hill getting material ready for
operations. Frank Encontre is here for part of April and at low rate, so likely just as a helper or
perhaps wood cutter. We have Robert and Bert Bahuaud noted for work in December, and so
likely for wood-cutting. Two final notations are for John Ager and RPR (Rod) Ager, relatives
of the Learys. John is on-site for part of July and October and was likely a helper. Rod Ager
was on site for longer stretches, for the last weeks of October (pressing and firing) and then
likely overseeing work from late November to early May, when we would guess the new
season of brick production began. His total pay package for the two sojourns was $96.00,
making him second after Mr. Moreau in terms of pay, and presumably responsibility.
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Loading brick from the kiln into a truck. It is
thought that the gentleman in the photo is
Emile Tranq.

Bill Leary, Scotty Fraser and Bruce Lowry
attending to the tractor that from 1947-52 was
the primary power source for the brick plant.

Production
Don Leary noted in his 2001 video that the brick press could turn out 32 bricks per minute, and
that the kiln had a capacity of 80,000 bricks. He also noted that there were typically three
burnings each summer – for a total of 240,000 bricks, but also recalls one summer when there
were four kiln burnings – so to a total of 320,000 bricks.
The Leary Papers contains one tabled entry, for the year 1947, and the last half of the month of
November, that reveals daily brick-press output that was then connected to the last kilnburning for the year:
Nov 14
15
17
18
23
24
25
26

10,570
7,250
7,100
13,300
10,230
12,600
12,600
7,000

As per Don Leary’s estimate, the total number of bricks via this burning was 80,650.

Donald Leary, ca. 1950, sitting on a load of
fired bricks.

Workers and visitors at the
side entrance of the brick
plant, ca. 1950.
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1947 Balance Sheet
Once again for the year 1947, William Leary provided calculations for the costs of running the
brick operation for one year. These were apparently only made for his own interest.
He noted 441 man-hours at 50¢ to a total of $220.50 for wages. These costs were presumably
for lesser skilled work: loading the kiln or cutting wood. He noted two men for burning, at 15
days and a rate of $6.00 per day for a total of $90.00. These were presumably the men in
charge of the kiln – not necessarily loading it, but monitoring it while the firing was going on –
for 15 days.
There was a notation for fuel requirements of 50 cords of poplar at $60.00 for a total of
$300.00; and for machine fuel purchased for $68.00. There were two additional cryptic fuel
values added, for “hauling fuel for 6 days” (at $4.50) to a total of $27.00 and more fuel oil for
$75.00. It is not clear how these latter fuel needs were distinct from the original $68.00. In any
event, these various fuel costs made for a total of $485.00.
There is a separate notation for “clay for $100.00” – it is not clear what this refers to – perhaps
to the ultimate cost of getting the shale off the hillside – via manpower and tractor. He also
added in a total of 200 meals at 50¢ per meal, to a total of $100.00.
And then at the bottom of the sheet there are these final tabulations:
A teenaged Ina Leary. Her work to help

Operating for $220.50 + $90.00
Burning and Fuel for $485.00
Clay for $100.00
Meals for $100.00

prepare and deliver hundreds of lunches to
work crews does not appear to have
garnered her a wage.

Total $995.50
If we then consider the valuation of the bricks for a three-kiln season, thus with a total of
240,000 bricks, with those at $15.00 per thousand, we get to $3,600.00. And so the Learys
came away with something like $2,000 to $2,600. Again using the Bank of Canada Inflation
Calculator, this 1947 value would be equivalent to about $35,000 in profit today. Pretty good
for a few months work, and clearly why Mr. Leary wanted to get the place up and running
again.
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Business Correspondence
There is in the Leary Papers one additional set of material that provides insight into William
Leary’s behind-the-scenes activities at the brick plant – in this case presumably in anticipation
of getting the place up and running again. The first piece of correspondence appears to be the
undated draft of a letter to a die and mould company, with the second letter the response to that
letter. Both are copied here.
Dear Sirs.
I am operating the Boyle 97 Dry Press manufactured by the Chisholm, Boyd and White Co., of
57th & Wallace St., Chicago, Ill. As I have written them & have had no reply it would appear
they are now out of production.
From your listing in the Clay Product News I am writing in hopes you will be able to supply
the necessary dies & mould plates. I will require 4 bottom dies 8 9/16 x 4 ¼ x 7/8 thin and 5
mould plates as per enclosed outlines.
Would you be so good as to let me know by return mail (1) if you are able to supply these
plates and dies – (2) what further specifications are need[ed] if any (3) price F.O.B. Roseisle
P.O. Manitoba. (4) what period of time will it take after ordering that I can expect delivery.
[Note that F.O.B. is the abbreviation for Free on Board – in international commercial law
specifying the point at which obligations, costs, and risk involved in the delivery of goods shift
from the seller to the buyer.]
Trusting to hear favourably from you at an early date.
A stock image is used in this ca. 1950

Leary Brick Works
Wm Leary Mg

advertisement for Leary’s No. 1 Brick. Note
the price of $35.00 per 1000 bricks, as well

A long two-page letter, dated April 21, 1949, is the presumed response to Mr. Leary’s enquiry.
The letter is from the President of The Manufacturers Equipment Co, of Dayton, Ohio – with a
signature that appears to read J.R. Schroll. Only the salient parts of the letter are included here.
“We have your favor of April 18th, and while we are not certain whether the Chisholm, Boyd &
White Co., of Chicago are still a going concern or not, yet we are pleased to advise that we can
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as the opportunity to have bricks delivered to
the purchaser.

supply your mold and die box requirements, made from special wear resisting metals, as we
have had quite a lot of experience along this line, supplying these items to a number of
concerns here in the United States.”
The letter advises that they would need a “sketch from you showing the overall dimensions,
thicknesses, etc. of both side liners, end liners, center liners, etc. as well as top and bottom
plunger plates, etc.”
The letter then goes on to say that “the last set of box liners which we furnished for use in a
Chisholm, Boyd & White Press was for the Grand Junction Brick Co., Grand Junction,
Colorado, and to give you some idea of the cost, we might advise that we furnished a set of
specially hardened heat treated metal mold box liners, consisting of six side liners 1-9/32”
thick and 2 side liners 1” thick and 8 end liners 3.825” wide on top x 3.812” wide on bottom,
1-11/32” thick, for the production of brick 8” long x 3-3/4” wide x 2-1/2” thick. The price of
this set was $280.00 net, covering delivery f.o.b. care Dayton, Ohio.”
Etc.
“The above price does not of course include any top or bottom plunger pads of plates, nor any
brand name inserts, but we could easily supply these just as well, as we have done in any
number of other cases.”
And finally:
“We would not under any circumstance however be in position to quote prices f.o.b. Roseisle,
Manitoba, Canada as requested, as there is an import duty involved as you know, likewise
freight rates both in this county as well as yours, together with possible clearance charges at
your port of entry, so that the best we could offer from this standpoint would be a price f.o.b.
our plant here in Dayton, and with this information in hand you could no doubt take it up with
your customs department and determine on approximately the exact cost at your plant.”
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Leary family members at the brick site, ca.
1955.

THE LEARY BRICK WORKS
Processes and Technologies
This entry, and the following six chapters, have been the main objectives of this
study. Certainly all the background information presented in preceding sections is vital – not
just for the fascinating history of Manitoba’s brick industry, but especially via the details and
back-stories that come alive via the wealth of information in the Leary Papers. But it is the
following entries that have always been the ultimate goal, by which we can reveal the complex
and ingenious workings of this particular brick operation – in the brick plant the crusher,
elevator, chutes, distribution box and brick press; and then the intricate workings of the kiln
and chimney.
The following sections are heavily illustrated, with scores of photographs and detailed
technical drawings. These are all required to most effectively describe how each and all
worked together. All of this product has been the result of many site visits to Learys, and of the
most careful and attentive measurements possible. The drawings are necessary not only
because they are the most effective means to describe the features and machinery, but also
because the sadly dilapidated and even collapsed state of certain areas of the yard and
buildings obscures key features and details, which can only be made visible via illustrations.
Just as a reminder of how the Leary yard operated, as per descriptions in sections above.
Shale was first scoured off the hill at the back of the site. This work was originally done by
tractor and cultivator and moved across a bridge by wheelbarrows to the drying shed. In later
years (1947-52) a grader was used to speed up the operation, with material moved into
windrows at the bottom of the hill and thence to the drying shed. Once sufficiently dried, the
rough and chunky shale was dumped via wheelbarrows into the crusher.
The crusher was a complex piece of machinery, consisting of drums and heavy rotating wheels
that pulverized the shale and deposited it to an elevator system. The elevator drew the crushed
shale up to the top of the brick plant building, from where it was deposited onto a wide and
long screened chute that fed the material into the distribution box on the second floor; a return
chute directed larger shale pieces back to the crusher for more attention.
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Sufficiently crushed shale was dropped from the distribution box via two canvas chutes into
the brick press, another mightily convoluted piece of machinery that turned out the finished
“green” brick. The pressed bricks were then moved, via specially designed carts, to the kiln,
where they were burned in the final step of the process. After burning, bricks were gathered
and grouped and moved via a conveyor mechanism onto wagons (and later truck beds) and
moved up to the loading dock at the north end of the site, and onto a loading dock for
placement on rail cars.
The following technical sections will be helpfully informed by two more extracts from the
Leary Papers, the first copied here being an extract of 1942 correspondence between William
Leary and The Wartime Prices and Trade Board, which includes a list of equipment and
machinery. And then in sidebars in most of the following sections we will include interesting
and important observations from the 2001 video interview with Don Leary, which features his
observations about the brick-plant operation between 1947 and 1952.
Correspondence between H.S. Rosenberg, Deputy Administrator of Used Goods, of The
Wartime Prices and Trade Board, and William Leary, dated June 24, 1942. Leary’s reply,
copied here, is from September 8, 1942 and includes original spelling and capitalization.
Gentlemen:
Enclosed herewith, list of machinery now at Leary Brick Works, Leary Manitoba. This plant is
complete and has been over-hauled. It represents twenty-five years of my life’s work, repossessing, and putting the plant in shape, to again operate. I intended re-opening the plant in
1940, but owing to the curtailment of building during the War, I decided to have the plant idle,
and offer my services to the Active Army. I have been serving now, for 20 months, as an
Officer with the Veteran’s Guard, Active, and having to scrap this plant as the result of giving
services to Canada, is a hardship that I should not be asked to have to undergo.
This plant is a Red faced Dry pressed plant, costing $75,000.00 to install. The Material is first
class and plentiful. A well having been sunk to the depth of 374 feet. To prove quality of
Material the assayist’s report on this material, is on file with the Department of Mines, Ottawa.
Also all reports of the plant are with the Western Industrial Development Board, Winnipeg.
Several large buildings are now standing in Winnipeg (made at Leary’s) including the Kelvin
Technical High School.
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I have shipped out 6 tons of scrap to date, and have two old boilers, and some other machines
to ship, which should give about 15 tons of scrap.
I trust you will give this plant your every consideration, and grant me a permit to hold the
essential parts of the plant, that I might again return and place it into production following the
War.
Sincerely
W.A. Leary, Lieut.
List of Machinery
50 kiln doors 18 x 16 x ¾ inches
1-2 horse wheel scraper
1 Chism Boyd and White Brick Press app. 10 ton complete 4 mould
1 buffalo forge No. 6 200 lbs.
1 MacGregor Gorley Power Drill
1 Canton Steam Water pump 250 lbs.
4 Oil Containers galvanized, 50 gals.
1 International air cooled engine 5 horse 300 lbs.
250 lbs. Heavy wrenches
30 ft. 3 in. line shafting
5 steel pulleys, Different sizes
1 mixer box
1-50 ft. 12 in. Elevator with Buckets, gears complete, etc.
1 shaft 2 ½ in., 12 ft., 4 ft., 12 in., wooden face clutched pulley
130 ft. steel chain elevator, 10 in. buckets complete with chains, sprockets etc.
1 double 5 ton roller, dry pan
40 ft. 2:x4” drive chain
1 hoisting Wench (wood frame)
1 dry boiler 4 ft by 80 ft.
1 smoke stack 35’x3’
1 – 24” stack 50 ft long.
1 – 2 ½” shaft 20 ft long with boxings
500 ft. light mine track
1 ton turn table
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3 variable steel dump cars
3 side dump cars
2 sulkey single furrow ploughs John Deere
2 Cockshutt Steel Breaker
1 Chevrolet Sawing Engine
1 Nash Truck
1 Waterous W.P. Steam, balance wheel etc. Engine
40’ 4” pipe
Grates, Pulleys etc. 3 tons
1 Watrous Boiler 40 ft tubes
2 old portable boilers
112 x 42 sq. ft. of old tin roofing
Drum pulleys, 5 tons
20 ft. Gravity rollers with adjustable stands
(Note that the 500 ft. light mine track, 1 ton turn table, 3 variable steel dump cars, and 3 side
dump cars listed here were actually bought by Mr. Leary from the nearby Babcock Cement
operation. It had apparently been his intention to rework these for use at the brick yard, but the
plans never materialized.)
It is useful to highlight some of the salient entries as reminders of key pieces of machinery and
equipment, and to note Mr. Leary’s specifications regarding size, weight and length:








Red faced Dry pressed plant, costing $75,000.00 to install
1 Chism Boyd and White Brick Press app. 10 ton complete 4 mould
1 mixer box
1-50 ft. 12 in. Elevator with Buckets, gears complete, etc.
1 shaft 2 ½ in., 12 ft., 4 ft., 12 in., wooden face clutched pulley
130 ft. steel chain elevator, 10 in. buckets complete with chains, sprockets etc.
1 double 5 ton roller, dry pan
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THE LEARY BRICK WORKS
Brick Plant
The brick plant, which contains the shale crusher, elevator/chute, mixer box
and brick press (all analyzed in following chapters) is a distinctive building. Its impressive
three-storey height, steep main roof and cross-gabled dormer cutting into the main roof ridge,
make the structure immediately striking.
The following technical drawings showing each of the four floor plans (the top half floor
counts as one entry) help to situate the key features and machinery in the building, and
following photographs give a sense of the interior. The building is 34 feet in length, and only
20 feet wide, giving it a distinctive tall, rakish quality. It is sheathed, on wall and roof surfaces,
with metal panels whose design mimics shingles.
The building itself is fairly straightforward in its construction. Large 8x8 posts anchor each
corner, and extend up to the top of the second floor. Four more 8x8 posts are aligned along the
transverse mid-length line of the building and run up to higher levels to give the building
considerable strength. The rest of the structure consists of 6x6 posts, 2x4 infill studs and wide
sheathing boards that vary in width from 8” to some spots where they are at least 16”.
It is interesting to note that the building’s considerable height is really only to accommodate
the elevator and chute. In fact, the chute was the main determinant of the height (and of the
roof design) – its 18-foot length and five-foot width, angled downwards by 45 degrees,
allowed the crushed shale to drop by gravity to the mixer box on the second floor.
The main building of the brick plant was adjoined on the east side by a fairly large shed-roofed
section, which held the boiler and a work shop. This section of the operation is of little interest
for this project, and so is not featured in following images.
Extracts from the 2001 Don Leary Video interview, in the Leary Papers, are featured for
additional context.
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A dislodged wall panel shows the stamped
shingle pattern that gives the walls and roof of
the brick plant its distinctive surface quality.

From the Leary Papers
Don Leary Interview
Observations about the Brick Plant
All machinery in the plant came from the
United States.
The large cistern between the second and
third floors was only for fire prevention – the
water it contained was not used in brick
production
The drive shaft on the second floor was
powered from a wide belt that was driven from
a tractor situated at the front of the plant. The
tractor was a 60-70 horse-power MasseyFerguson.
None of the machines or features ever
jammed up – all ran smoothly.
The boiler in the shed-roofed section was just
used for heating the brick press – not for any
other part of the building.

Two views of the brick plant: top from about 1980 and below from ca.
1950. The distinctive form, fenestration and metal cladding are
apparent in these images.
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Main floor plan of the brick plant. The main floor is bisected by a shallow planked wall, with each
half containing one of the two major pieces of machinery used in brick production: on the right
the shale crusher and on the left the brick press. Elevator legs are adjacent to the crusher. Stairs
to upper levels begin in the crusher section.
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Second floor plan, showing the placement of the mixer box, at the front (northern) end of the
building. The power train, by which all mechanical apparatus were driven, is seen in the middle
of the building, driven by the main wheel on the eastern (top) side of the plan. The drive wheels
and path of power for each piece of machinery is shown via dotted arrows. A stabilizer axle and
wheel, at the southern end of the floor plate (and about seven feet from the floor), ensured that
the main drive shaft was kept in line.
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Third floor plan, showing the small floor area at the far eastern edge of the building (top left),
location of cistern over the second-storey stairs, and location of the main chute feeding the mixer
box. Structural and construction features, like rafters, posts and beams and roof sheathing are
also indicated. The elevator legs, which at this level are freestanding, are also indicated.
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Fourth floor plan, showing the small floor area at the eastern and southern edges (top and right
of image) and the cistern (which emerges at this level a foot above floor level). Cramped access
can be gained to the southern dormer window (far right) and to the various components of the
elevator head (gears and power wheel), as well as to the start of the main chute, shown here
extending to the top of the mixer box. Structural and construction features like rafters, posts and
beams, and roof sheathing are also indicated.
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Longitudinal section of the brick plant,
showing the

placement

and productive

connections between various pieces of
machinery and apparatus. Thus at the lower
right is the shale crusher (A), connected to the
elevator (B), which deposits crushed shale to
the main chute (C), and thence to the mixer
box (D), and finally into the brick press (E).
The drawing also shows the concrete and
brick tunnel that runs beneath the brick press
(allowing

access

for

maintenance

and

repairs) and stretching to the crusher, where
the drums rest on it, and where the elevator
pit is located.
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Above left: Main floor east wall, showing stair sections and construction features.
Above centre: Crusher area showing yard door and failed structural features.
Right: Exterior view showing doors into boiler/workroom section, and the tactile quality of
the metal shingle panels.
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Above left: View on second floor showing a section of the drive train, with
individual machine wheels, and in the background the stairs to the third floor.
Above centre: View looking down from the third floor to the power train and
wheels, and also showing structural framework.
Right: View from the back of the brick plant showing the dormer’s southerly
window and failed roof area. This is where the brick plant originally would have
connected with various ancillary sections that linked it as a whole to the drying
shed.
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Above left: View from second floor showing the cistern, stairs to fourth floor (top left
of image) and various construction features.
Above centre: View showing the striking construction features that define the mostly
open spaces of the second to fourth floors, with diagonal bracing and sheathing
boards.
Right: View showing the underside of the main chute (right) and various construction
features.
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Above left: View showing the underside of the main chute, heading down in this view
to the mixer box.
Above centre: View from the second floor showing the intricate connections used for
various of the main structural elements of the mainly open areas of the second to
fourth floors.
Right: View from the third floor showing the dramatic effect of posts, beans and
diagonal supports that define the open-air situation of the upper floors of the brick
plant.
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Above left: View showing one of the elevator legs and its power wheel at the top.
Above centre: View from the third floor looking up the stairs to the fourth floor, with
the main chute visible on the right-hand side.
Right: View looking up from the third floor showing the main chute, and its
construction details.
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